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percent increase in attacks in 2016.

The Financial Sector Is 
Under Cyber Siege
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23 NYCRR 500: 
It’s Not As Scary 
As It Seems

23 NYCRR 500.

• 

 

importance.

• 

response plan that details how they will 

• 

we recommend an immediate risk 
assessment to highlight any dangers. 

March 1, 2017

August 28, 2017 

October 31, 2017 

February 15, 2018 

500.17(b) on or prior to this date.

March 1, 2018 
One-year transitional period ends. 

September 3, 2018 

March 1, 2019 
Two-year transitional period ends. 
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A Limited Exemption Does Not 
Equal Limited Responsibility

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

less than 10 employees located in 

contractors

less than $5 million in gross less than $10 million in year-end 
total assets
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Why Third-Party 
Vendors Must 
Pay Attention

critical data.

data and any changes that are made.
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A Breach Occurred. Now What?

addressed.

intent.
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How To Get Compliant 
While Fighting Cybercrime 

 

Most businesses lack the expertise or manpower 
to meet the robust requirements of NYCRR 
500. Instead, many are turning to cybersecurity 
experts like Motiva to help them protect 
confidential information and achieve compliance.

Our team remain vigilantly up to date 
on the constantly-changing threats created 
by cybercriminals. We have the expertise and 
tools to detect a wider range of attacks than 
in-house employees without the time or training 
to discover every possible breach.

Remember, it only takes one successful attack to 
cost financial companies large amounts of money 
and damage your credibility.

The needs of every business are unique, so we 
offers several tiers of customized service plans to 
help companies meet the mandates of the law. 
They range from turn-key outsourcing to 
self-serve plans that provide critical support to 
existing IT departments in businesses with a 
limited exemption.

We will do as much of the heavy lifting as 
companies want, including risk assessments, 
cyber and business policy templates, employee 
training, incident response plans, technology 
solutions, reporting to DFS, and more.

At the same time, we also safeguard your 
organization from advanced malware attacks, 
exploits, drive-bys, script-based attacks, and other 
dangers.

The idea of giving a third party access to critical 
corporate applications and sensitive data can be 
uncomfortable at first, but companies quickly 
understand that reputable cybersecurity partners 
are a much better defense against determined 
hackers than basic antivirus software or an IT 
staff with divided capabilities.

Outsourcing also can save companies money: 
Engaging a provider costs significantly less than 
hiring, training, and buying specific equipment for 
in-house employees. It also ensures  
around-the-clock access to experienced security 
professionals.

New York’s new cybersecurity compliance 
mandates are bold, but they are not too difficult 
or expensive to achieve. A qualified cybersecurity 
provider can make these needed changes 
seamlessly for any business or organization.

Many of the requirements were already 
considered to be the gold standard for protecting 
sensitive data.
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We Have Deep Expertise in How Small to Medium Size Insurance Brokers 
Operate their businesses. We SPECIALIZE in IT services for small and 

mid-sized Insurance Brokers in the Long Island area. AMS – Applied Epic – 
HawkSoft . To name a few of the Agency Management Software that all of our 

Engineers are proficient with, so when you are calling because of your  
“accord form isn’t working”. We know exactly what you mean by it.

Talk to a trusted cybersecurity provider 
about the mandates of 23 NYCRR 500


